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 Purchasing power per capita:
 Well correlated with modelled economic exposure
per capita.
 Although the UK appears off-trend this is expected
to improve with more up to date purchasing power
data.
 Gross property premium:
 Well correlated with modelled insured exposures.
 Although the UK appears off-trend this is expected
to improve with more up to date premium data.

 Heterogeneous relationship.
 Not a perfect approximation for property
value.
 Gives a snapshot for that year.
 Includes all wealth generation activity,
non-tangible assets etc.
 The UK appears below trend, due to
current weakness of the pound relative
to the Euro in 2009 (GDP data on this
graph is 2009).
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 Positive but not perfectly correlated.
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 2009 GDP per capita vs. non-residential
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 Independent economic benchmarks.
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Immeubles

 By applying country- and peril-specific insurance assumptions on policy conditions
and penetration rates, we estimate the insured or industry exposures.
 To the right are the total sums insured for residential structures by sub line of
business:

Insurance Assumptions
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 Maisons propriétaires non-occupants (SFD landlords)
 Maisons propriétaires occupants (SFD owner-occupiers)
 Appartements propriétaires non-occupants (MFD landlords)
 Appartements propriétaires occupants (MFD owner-occupiers)

 In Germany, the take-up rates for
residential structural policies vary
regionally.

 Immeubles (shell of a MFD building)
Low

 Maisons and appartements locataires (renters, only contents insurance)

 Historic evidence suggests that in
some Bundesländern (for example
Baden-Württemberg) there is
compulsory insurance.
 The country-wide average take-up
rate is about 85%.
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 Data from GfK GeoMarketing on
number of households, living space,
businesses, population and
purchasing power amongst other
things.
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Paris

 Vacant and secondary homes from
the national statistical sites, for
example DESTATIS.
High

 Building stock is split into single
family dwellings (SFD) and multifamily dwellings (MFD) based on the
dwelling type proportions.
 Calculation of contents sums insured
excludes unoccupied dwellings.

 In France, the surface area
assumption is based on (a) a typical
sized room in an apartment dwelling
and (b) the average surface area per
person by type of tenure.
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 Data from SITADEL on new
constructed dwellings by number of
rooms per department between
1994-2007.
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 Validations of the spatial distribution of economic exposures includes mapping
the exposure and population density (per km2) and exposure per household
as well as per capita.

Unoccupied dwellings

 For contents policies the take-up
rates vary between the West and
the former Eastern Bundesländern.
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 Exposures may have to be downscaled if only low-resolution data is available
(e.g. district). Distribution factors are calculated via remote sensing data (land
use/land cover data from Corine) to distribute exposures to Variable
Resolution Grid (VRG) cells. From there exposures are re-aggregated to
postcode resolution for the IED.
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 With the number of buildings, average surface areas and the construction
costs per square meter, we can now estimate the economic exposure values
for all properties at risk in a given country.
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Construction cost by building types, e.g. offices

Regional factors for BKI construction costs

 Construction costs per square
metre for different types of
buildings and by building quality
from BKI Baukosten (a book
published annually by the
chamber of architects in
Germany).
 Construction costs vary
regionally. The values are
derived from a sample of objects.

Object examples by building type

 The calculated country-wide average
surface are per dwelling is 75.6m2.
This matches other officially reported
average surface area values for
apartment dwellings.

 Construction costs by building
quality are linked to purchasing
power .

 The estimated surface areas are
compared against purchasing power
(at department resolution) based on
the assumption that in areas with
high purchasing power there will be
larger dwellings:

High

 Example in Paris shows the
effect of building quality in high
and low purchasing power areas.

 There is a good correlation for
apartment surface area with
Paris right at the top of the
correlation.
 For maisons Paris falls to the
bottom as there are hardly
SFDs in central Paris. The
correlation improves when
removing this outlier. However,
due to land prices we expect a
lower correlation value.

 Purchasing power is a measure
of per capita disposable income
(including any received state
benefits) after the deduction of
taxes.
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Low cost social housing (HLM) in
Bobigny (93000)

Purchasing power per capita

A lush apartment in the centre of Paris
(75015)
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Source: SITADEL Annuel 2006
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Top 100 postcodes with highest purchasing power per capita
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